Tonight’s Meeting

- Re-open the public hearing
- Take any additional public testimony
- Close public hearing
- Deliberate and take action
Key changes

- Incorporate several emergency ordinances
- Correct minor WCF code issues that have arisen from experience
- Prevent use of light standards in city ROW for WCFs
Specific issues

- Revise hierarchy to reflect current emergency ordinances
- Add BPA tower to the top of the siting hierarchy
- Clarify exemption for temporary/emergency facilities
- Remove engineer’s stamp requirement for PSE/BPA facilities
- Cite appropriate regulations for utility poles.
- Remove requirement for detailed certification of compliance
- Revise base station hierarchy for attached equipment
- Prohibiting WCF’s on light pole/light standard within the ROW
Council questions from Feb 16th

See staff memo in packet:

- New antennas must be flush-mounted
- Concealed WCFs typically are the utility pole replacement but code also allows faux tree, church steeple cupola, others..